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Chapter 7

Summary and future work

7.1 Summary

If κ is an infinite cardinal we can ask the question what is the least logic L such
that every L-theory is κ categorical. If κ is a regular cardinal, adding a Cohen
subset for κ makes sure that no such small definable logic L exists. If κ is a
singular cardinal, adding Cohen subsets for cofinally many λ < κ by an iterated
forcing, taking full support at all limits, does essentially the same. However, there
is always a small logic L with generalized quantifiers such that all L-theories are
κ-categorical but L may be not definable in the language of set theory.

In the countable cardinality the “small” logic can be second order logic. If
V=L even Σ1

3 is enough. With n Woodin cardinals Σ1
n+3 can be enough. But

if there are infinitely many Woodin cardinals and a measurable cardinal above
them then A(L2, ω) fails. However A(L3, ω) is consistent with practically all large
cardinal axioms. A(L3, ω) is also consistent with Martin’s Maximum.

In an uncountable cardinality the small logic can be L2
κ,ω or Ln where n ≥ 4.

Whether A(L2
κ,ω, κ) holds for different cardinals κ is very much independent of

each other.

The following table contains information about whether A(L, κ) holds for
certain language L and cardinal κ. In the intersection of an L-row and a κ-column
we have described in the left-hand-side a model of ZFC where A(L, κ) holds and
on the right-hand-side a model of ZFC where A(L, κ) fails (if they exist). The
question mark means an open question. Cohen, iter., and PX,κ refer to suitable
Cohen forcing, iterated Cohen forcing with full support in all limit stages and
the forcing PX,κ defined in Chapter 3, respectively. Regular column refers to
arbitrary uncountable regular cardinals and singular column refers to arbitrary
uncountable singular cardinals. The ground model is L in all the forcings.
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A(L, κ) ℵ0 regular singular
FO −/always −/always −/always
Lκ+,ω always/− κ = ℵ0/κ 6= ℵ0 −/always
L2 V = L/Cohen ?/V = L ?/V = L

L2
κ,ω/L

2
κ V = L/Cohen V = L/Cohen V = L/iter.

L3 V = L/Cohen ?/V = L ?/V = L
L4 V = L/Cohen PX,κ/V = L PX,κ/V = L
Ln V = L/Cohen PX,κ/V = L PX,κ/V = L
ZF V = L/Cohen PX,κ/V = L PX,κ/V = L

7.2 Future work

In this section we list the most important open questions and possible directions
of future research.

Recall Question 2.1.5:

7.2.1. Question. Is it consistent that A(L2, ω) holds, but there is no second
order definable well-order of the reals?

If that is not consistent, then A(L2, ω) is equivalent to the existence of a
second order definable well-order of the reals. We have an idea how it might be
possible to prove that these conditions are not equivalent.

Suppose there is a model of ZFC with the following properties (We do not
know yet if such a model exists) :

1. There is no second order definable well-order of the reals.

2. There are second order definable sets Xi ⊂ R : i ∈ ω such that each Xi has
a second order definable well-order and R =

⋃
i∈ωXi.

Suppose now A and B are two second order equivalent countable models.
Now A is isomorphic to some real a and B is isomorphic to some real b. Assume
i and j are such indexes that a ∈ Xi and b ∈ Xj. Let X = Xi ∪ Xj. Now X
is second order definable and there is a second order definable well-order of X.
We assumed A and B are second order equivalent, so for all n ∈ ω the natural
number n belongs to the the least real in X isomorphic to A if and only if n
belongs to the the least real in X isomorphic to B. Now A and B have the same
isomorphism type and they are isomorphic.

We have another idea, suggested by Saharon Shelah, how it might be possible
to have A(L2, ω) without second order definable well-order of the reals. Assume
there is a second order definable set of reals which contains exactly one real of
each isomorphism type. Then we can use the idea of Ajtai’s proof to show that
A(L2, ω) holds. The problem is to find a model of ZFC in which there is a second
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order definable set of reals which contains exactly one real of each isomorphism
type but there is no second order definable well-order of the reals. We are working
on finding such a model, using a construction suggested by Shelah.

Adding a Cohen subset to a regular cardinal produces two ZF -equivalent non-
isomorphic models of cardinality κ. When we do iterated Cohen forcings we have
not been able to prove that the models remain ZF -equivalent. The following
question is an example of that: Let L be the ground model and P = P0 ∗P1 be an
iterated forcing which adds first a Cohen subset to ω and then a Cohen subset to
ℵ1. Let G be a P -generic set over L and G0 the P0-generic set over L determined
by G and MG0 and M−G0 the “Ajtai models” constructed from G0 and −G0 (see
Theorem 2.3.1). Are MG0 and M−G0 third order equivalent in L[G]?

7.2.2. Question. Is it consistent with ZFC that A(L2, κ) holds for an uncount-
able cardinal κ? If not, is it consistent that A(L3, κ) holds for an uncountable
cardinal κ?

7.2.3. Question. Is it consistent with ZFC that Martin’s axiom + 2ℵ0 = ℵ2

holds with A(L2, ω).

Possible directions for future research:

1. Our results are often related to models which resemble L a lot (Theorem
5.2.3 is used in many results). An interesting question is whether our results
could be generalized to inner models of some large cardinals.

2. The question about whether every L-theory is κ-categorical in a model
class C. We have here only discussed briefly the Fräıssé Hypothesis, i.e.,
the above question in case L = L2, κ = ω and C is the class of ordinals.

3. Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models. Adding a Cohen real introduces two count-
able non-isomorphic ZF -equivalent linear orders. Suitable cardinal collapse
makes the Fräıssé Hypothesis fail. For which theories T we can construct
non-isomorphic ZF -equivalent Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models over these
linear orders (or ordinals)? Is this possible for all unstable theories? Hytti-
nen, Kangas and Väänänen are working on this question.

4. Bigger vocabularies. Here is an example of an open question: Is it consis-
tent with ZFC that in any countable vocabulary second order equivalence
implies isomorphism for countable models? One can ask the same question
for any Ln.




